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Address Baoding Baobei Glassware Co., Ltd 
Bldg. D101, Jinxia Villa 
Gaokai Section 
Baoding, Hebei 

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Our hand blown plant terrarium products line include: 
** High quality small and middle vases for daily use. 
** The beautiful Hanging Glass Plant Terrariums. 
** Thin Cylinders and cubes with very low prices for candles. 
** Customer own designed Plant Terrariums.

We are good at the vases which use the expansion coefficient 3.3 environmental borosilicate glass as raw materials. our products are all made by
hand, each one is unique. They have passed the class A products Quality Certification. In the design ideas of simple, natural,environmental, fashion,
the products has highly transparency, beautiful, practical, convenient, non-toxic, tasteless, no pollution and other characteristics. Far from the
aluminum, lead, and chronium damage to human body. Acid and alkaliresistant. easy to clean, even if use it for a long time also will not take off pieces
or dirty, it could resistant sharp low and sharp high temperature difference from -20°C to 150°C.
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